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This is a small, but fairly deep bag (hence the name Dainty Tote). The handles are short, with a 4" handle drop to carry in 
your hands or on your forearm. Strap length can be easily adjusted. 
 
There are some curved seams with binding that make for interesting wrangling, but it is completely doable. I am giving 
instructions for a zip top panel, but if you are deathly afraid of zippers, you can substitute the zipper for a magnetic closure 
at the top, or make the side panel straight rather than curved and have an open top bag (I made one like this and use it all 
the time). You can also lengthen the zipper and add a zipper end cover if you would like a larger opening. 

 
Approximate Finished Dimensions 
10" W x 4" D x 7" H; handle drop 4" 

 
Materials 

Exterior Main Panel: 
Panel:  (Cut 1)10.5" wide x 18.5" tall 
For patchwork panel: (45) 2.5" mini charm squares - 5 across x 9 down 
Batting: (Cut 1) 12.5" wide x 20.5" tall 
Non-quilted option: substitute fusible fleece in place of batting (cut 1) 10.5" wide x 18.5" tall 
 

Side Panels (Exterior and lining): 
Fabric: (Cut 4) rectangles 6" wide x 7" tall (will be cut with attached pattern piece after assembling) 
Batting: (Cut 2) 6" wide x 7" tall 
Non-quilted option: substitute fusible fleece in place of batting (cut 2) 6" wide x 7" tall 
 

Lining Panel: 
Panel: (Cut 1) 10.5" wide x 18.5" tall 
Interfacing: (Cut 1) 10.5" wide x 18.5" tall mediumweight interfacing. I used Pellon Shape Flex SF-101 
 

Handles/Bias Binding: 
One half yard of fabric - see cutting directions below 
Handles Interfacing: (Cut 1) 6" x 15" - use heavyweight interfacing if you want handles to stand upright. I used Pellon 808 
Craft-Fuse 
 

Zip Top Panel: 
Top Panel Fabric: (Cut 4) 1 5/8" wide x 10.5" long 
Top Panel Interfacing: (Cut 2) 1 5/8" wide x 10" long. I used SF-101 
Zipper End Tab: (Cut 1) 3" wide x 2" tall 
(1) 9 inch zipper 
For a larger opening, feel free to use a longer zipper and add a zipper end tab 
 

Side Panel (pattern piece enclosed) 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Gk7IF3DT_Zc/VGUuxb5Lo_I/AAAAAAAAAWw/JAZ1rAHuMF0/s1600/15163442283_4d38d3f336_o.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qWNLEAQH_Hc/VGUvbcxleUI/AAAAAAAAAW4/bssHFE1URhg/s1600/15759195286_5caab51469_o%2B(1).jpg
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Step 1: Make Bias Binding 
 
You will need approximately 76" of bias binding.  
 
Use your favorite method to make the binding. For this 
tote, I use matching handles and bias binding fabric, so I 
prefer to start with a larger cut of fabric to avoid joining 
binding.  
 
Following is the method I prefer to use for this bag. Take 
one half yard of fabric, square up, and remove selvages. 
 
Fold one corner down at a 45 degree angle and smooth 
the bottom end to a nice point.  
 

 
 
Take the bottom point and flip it up along the fold line 
you just made to meet at the top left of the fold. 

 
 

Using your ruler as a guide, trim off a tiny sliver the 
outside double fold of fabric at the top right.  
 
Then cut two 2.25" wide strips along the length (or 2.5" if 
you prefer that width).  
 
Cutting this way, you do not need to join your binding 
strips to bind the bag.  
 
There will be four strips of fabric - two longer and two a 
bit shorter.  

 
 

 

Step 2: Make Handles 
 

From your leftover bias binding fabric, cut handles: 
 
Cut one rectangle 6" x 16" (top left pic). Fuse your 6" x 15" interfacing so that it is evenly centered on the fabric. There 
will be 1/2" on each end of the fabric that is not interfaced (top middle pic). This will make it easier to tuck under the raw 
edges at the bottom of the handles.  
 
Cut the rectangle in half lengthwise so you have two 3" x 16" handles.  
 
Fold down the 1/2" edge that is not fused with interfacing on each end (top right pic). I like to use a little water soluble 
glue to hold the folded edge in place.  
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-waWfgu6ILXk/VGTg5R6DWfI/AAAAAAAAATg/B34xX_u-9cY/s1600/15756887636_99ae2dcfbc_o.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-KHNsADEU88Y/VGTihb6mnwI/AAAAAAAAATs/iWnFE_bnO1M/s1600/15595327699_75f85869b6_o.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-sFLXThjGSgg/VGTjJVdxRDI/AAAAAAAAAT0/02Fv-SJP7lI/s1600/15595729038_f725ebf622_o.jpg
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Fold each handle in half lengthwise and press a crease down the center (bottom left pic).  
 
Fold each raw outside edge in towards the center crease and press (bottom middle pic).  
 
Topstitch around the entire perimeter of the straps approximately 1/8" from the outside edge (bottom right pic). 
 

 
 

Exterior Panel 
 

If you are quilting your exterior panel, baste batting to the backside, quilt as desired. 
 
Trim to 10.5" wide x 18.5" tall.  
 
If you are leaving your panel with a plain exterior, use fusible fleece on the backside of the exterior. 
 

Step 3 - Make Side Panels 
 
If you are quilting your side panels, make a quilt sandwich with the side panel rectangles: 
 
Lining facing down, batting, exterior facing up.  
Quilt as desired 
Use the attached pattern piece to trim to size. 
 
If you do not want the side panel lining quilted:  
Baste the lining fabric to the exterior and batting after quilting.  
 
If you are not quilting the exterior or lining of the side panels (or the whole bag):  
 
Fuse fusible fleece to the exterior 
Baste the lining fabric on the back 
Use attached pattern piece to cut to size. 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-XBCwbVIgFcc/VGTkDJDzFLI/AAAAAAAAAUA/v0vLvA6Lg84/s1600/handles%2Bcollage.jpg
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Note: If you want more space between the top zip panel and the side panels than I have on my finished bag (they 
touch as I have them constructed), trim 1/2" from the top of the side panel pattern piece prior to using. 

 
 

Step 4 - Attach Binding to Top of Side Panels 
 

To make the most of the bias binding and avoid having to join it:  
Grab your two longest pieces of bias binding. Each of the long strips is long enough to bind a side panel and an 
18.5" long edge. Trim the angled end straight, attach the binding to the exterior of the side panel with 1/4" seam, trim the 
excess length, and set it aside to use on the long edge. Do the same with the second side panel and the second long 
bias binding strip. 
 

 
 
Flip the binding to the lining side and stitch in place, either by machine or by hand. 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-p7jUBcChkFQ/VGTss96nhcI/AAAAAAAAAUQ/Q2ABamlL4to/s1600/15757114226_ae1855873e_o.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-5IW_uZR_VmY/VGT0Y1e7xoI/AAAAAAAAAU8/U2Boy685MiE/s1600/15160613204_a424d1a3de_o.jpg
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Step 5 - Attach Handles 

 
On each short edge of the bag, position the bottom edge of the handle 2" below top edge of the panel.  
Position the outside edge of the handle 2.25" from the outside edge of the exterior panel.  
 
Tip: I like to use Wonder Clips to hold the top edge straight and glue baste the bottom inch or so in place with water 
soluble glue (heat seat in place on the bag after applying a small amount to the back of the handle). This keeps the 
handle from wobbling around while I am trying to sew.  
 
Attach the handle to the bag by sewing a rectangle with an X through the middle – use the disappearing/water soluble 
marking tool you prefer, or eyeball it. 
  
Draw a horizontal line 1.25" from the bottom edge of the strap and then an "X" from corner to corner.  
 
Stitch in place around the perimeter of the rectangle, going over your topstitching lines, then sew an X through the middle.  
 
Make sure your rectangle does not come up higher than 3/8" to the top edge to allow room to attach binding later. 
 

 
 

Step 6 - Baste Lining Panel to Exterior Panel 
 

Using a long basting stitch, baste lining panel to exterior panel. Make sure to fold handles out of the way when basting the 
top edge.  And now your bag will look something like this: 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-9gtOPeGxxN0/VGT0nplXH2I/AAAAAAAAAVE/ojzS9eXaq68/s1600/15780567085_fd20cc2274_o.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-LIov6vGfXQA/VGTvqyBb_yI/AAAAAAAAAUY/8RsFxPmk6VM/s1600/15778918191_b358ecc1d2_o.jpg
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Step 7 - Attach Side Panels 
 

This is where the potentially tricky part begins. Just take 
your time and it will work out. 
 
1. Mark the center on each side of your lining panel (it 
will be 9.25" from the edge). 
 
Fold your side panel to find the center of the panel and 
mark it.  
 
Lay the side panel on the lining panel, matching center 
marks. 
 

 
 
2. Wonder Clips are super handy for holding the side 
panel in place to baste it.  
 
Starting from the bottom center, matching raw edges, 

clip or pin the side panel to the lining side of the bag.  
 
Make sure that the top of your side panel ends at the 
same distance from the top of the bag on both sides.  
 
It should be approximately 1/2" to 5/8" below the top 
edge, depending on how snug your binding is on the 
side panel. (And yes, I am quite liberal with my use of 
clips.) 
 

 
 
 

3. Baste your side panels into place. The first time I 
made this bag, I machine basted the side panel into 
place. It was difficult to keep the pieces from shifting. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-quLW0K2HAgo/VGTyGMkRIsI/AAAAAAAAAUk/CJfJLxlBtbk/s1600/15595408157_b22d94122f_o.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-rgR-lzF0Dgc/VGTyLuxLaLI/AAAAAAAAAUs/qckPcQS2R0Y/s1600/15780565805_f66cd70e9e_o.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Ee-Ci2YE05A/VGTzW5aFe9I/AAAAAAAAAU0/W3S9nq-bdwM/s1600/15780568145_1c52b2b211_o.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-nX7KwQmTRUQ/VGT1sqh4q9I/AAAAAAAAAVM/jC4mfDgCnjo/s1600/15756888956_f8f7955020_o.jpg
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Now I take three minutes to hand sew a basting stitch. It 
is just as fast, and it makes attaching the binding easier 
and nicer looking. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 8 - Attach Binding to Side Panels 
 

Grab the two pieces of leftover binding you used to bind your side panels.  
 
Using a 1/4" seam allowance, attach binding to the side panels, starting the top edge, working around the curves and the 
bottom, and up to the top edge on the other side.  
 
Take time to stop and position your bag so it is not rumpled underneath when you are going around the curves.  
 
Also use the bit of stretch in the bias binding to ease around the curves and make sure the raw edges of the binding meet 
the raw edge of the bag.  
 
Hopefully, the collage will help to illustrate how to sew on the curves. 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-o1TFkgl-e3s/VGT2aYldpKI/AAAAAAAAAVU/RsYltwxY2Jo/s1600/15778703891_c5ab888fd2_o.jpg
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After attaching the binding to the side panels, press around the binding to help the bag lay nicely. Flip binding to the bag 
exterior and stitch in place. I have only tried hand stitching the binding, but I would love feedback on whether machine 
stitching the binding works nicely or is too fiddly. 
 

 
 
 

Step 9 - Make Zip Top Panel/Attach Zipper 
 

Fuse interfacing to two of your 1 5/8" x 10.5" long fabric zip top panels.  
 
Position the interfacing so that 1/2" of one end of the fabric is not interfaced (much like the handles, but only on one 
side). The interfaced pieces will be the exterior of the panel and the non-interfaced pieces will be the lining of the 
panel. You can also interface all the pieces if it is easier to keep track of when you are assembling. 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-opBvlW3A8d0/VGT4EKOvOgI/AAAAAAAAAVg/PBd7Nndn1Jg/s1600/side%2Bpanel%2Bbinding%2Bhow%2Bto%2Bcollage.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Kp2G9t7BTIc/VGT5CVkSlyI/AAAAAAAAAVo/7W5epM7om40/s1600/15778918791_756f02c573_o.jpg
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On each of the four panels:  
Fold back one end 1/2" and press into place.  
This will cover the raw edges by the zipper pull.  
The side of the panel with the closed end of the zipper will be covered by an end tab. 
 
Trim 1/4" off the closed end of the zipper tape. You will line that edge up with the raw edge end of your top panel 
fabric. 
 
Make a zipper sandwich as illustrated in the pictures below:  
Lay a lining panel piece face up, lay zipper tape with zipper teeth up on the right hand side of the lining panel fabric. I 
have included instructions on how I like to attach the zipper, but use whatever method you are most comfortable with, if 
you have a preference.  
 
Baste the zipper tape to the lining fabric (top pic).  
 
Pull the top of the zipper tape (the excess bit that sticks up over the top of the panel) by the zipper pull to the right until the 
metal end is just over 1/4" from the outside edge of the long edge of the panel. 
 
Tack it into place with a few stitches (top left pic in collage). I like to use wonder tape or water soluble glue to hold the 
rest of the length of the tape in place without pins or shifting.  
 
Once the top of the zipper tacked down a bit, you can pull the zipper tape above it even more to the outside of the fabric 
so it doesn't peek out when you sew the zipper sandwich together (top right pic).  
 
Take your interfaced exterior panel piece with the folded edge and lay it face down on the basted zipper.  
 
Line up the folded edges and the long raw edges (top right pic).  
 
Baste into place.  
 
Using a zipper foot, sew zipper sandwich with 1/4" seam allowance (bottom left pic).  
 
Optional: once your zipper sandwich is sewn, trim the zipper tape between the folded end pieces at an angle if any of the 
tape is still peeking out (bottom right pic). 
 
Sew the second side of your zipper. 
 
Lay exterior interfaced piece face down, folded end at the top.  
 
Lay the zipper tape face down, and the lining piece on top, face down, with folded edge at the top.  
 
Make sure that all of your folded end pieces are facing the zipper pull, and that the raw edges are at the closed end of the 
zipper.  
 
Baste and sew using the same method as the first side. 
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https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-u2Lhd0JUZvg/VGT9i4SbSjI/AAAAAAAAAV0/F9waWnxw48Q/s1600/15595767090_939961be4e_o.jpg
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Step 10 - Topstich Top Zip Panel/Attach Zipper End Tab 
 

Press back both lining and exterior panel pieces from the zipper.  
 
Match the folded edges of the panel by the zipper pull carefully.  
 
Starting at the short edge of the panel with folded edges, topstitch the zip panel close to the edge (top left pic), and all 
the way down the long edge by the zipper until you reach the raw edge of the panel by the closed end of the zipper (top 
right).  
 
Topstitch both sides. 
 
Take your 2" x 3" strip of fabric and press the 2" length in half. 
 
Press the raw edges on each side in towards your center crease, just as you did with your handles (bottom left pic).  
 
Slide the zipper end tab over the raw edge of the top zip panel, and topstitch into place (bottom right). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-AriyDm3b_6w/VGUCbK437MI/AAAAAAAAAWM/XqceQBCAYFg/s1600/zip%2Bpanel%2Btopstitching%2Bend%2Btab%2Bcollage.jpg
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Step 11 - Baste Top Zip Panel to Bag 
 

 
 

Step 12 - Attach Binding to Top Edge 
 

Trim binding edge straight and fold back one end 1/2". Line the folded crease to the edge of the bag side on the exterior 
side (top left pic). Attach binding with 1/4" seam allowance - begin stitching at the folded crease/outside edge of the bag 
(top right pic). When you reach the end of the bag, backstitch in place and trim your binding with an extra 1/2" length 
at the end. Don't forget the extra length or your binding will have a raw edge on one end. (Let me be the cautionary 
tale: this happened to me when I was on autopilot and I had to seam rip and make a new piece binding.) Also, make sure 
to flip the handles down while stitching on the binding. 
 
Fold the creased edge of the binding from the side in towards the bag (bottom left). This will give a finished edge on the 
outside of the bag.  
 
Fold down the top edge of the binding towards the exterior of the bag, gently tucking the folded raw edge of the binding 
underneath. Stitch into place by machine or hand. 
 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-tNbUtIkFmuk/VGUxZ6vCyiI/AAAAAAAAAXE/ax1HMGpYGjM/s1600/15161360473_be2137bb5d_o.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-m52g7a84fZ0/VGUDnlVqQZI/AAAAAAAAAWU/7kqtk7Ow7yU/s1600/Binding+how+to+collage.jpg
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And you are done! 
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